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The notion of a health care team is as rarely challenged in principle as it is achieved in practice. Currently, a resurgence of interest in team-based care is evident. The Institute of Medicine has called for a New Health System for the 21st Century with primary care teams playing a central role.1 The quantum leap in the complexity of tasks prevents physicians alone from coping with the scope of practice. The imperative of cost containment leads provider organizations to favor lower-paid clinicians over physicians. The demand for quality encourages primary care to add caregivers with skills that physicians may not possess.

Will the primary care team come of age in the 21st century? This article in the series “Innovations in Primary Care” critically examines the primary care team. We begin by addressing the fundamental question: “What is a team?” We describe 2 practice organizations that highlight key characteristics of high-functioning teams. Discussions of teams generally include a consideration of 2 major issues: “Who is on the team?” and “How does the team function?” This article primarily focuses on the second question.

Groups and Teams
In health care settings, individuals from different disciplines come together to care for patients: the surgeon, nurse, and anesthesiologist in the operating room; the oncologist, radiation therapist, and surgeon for patients with cancer; and the physician, medical assistant, and receptionist in the primary care office. These groupings conform to one definition of a patient care team as “a group of diverse clinicians who communicate with each other regularly about the care of a defined group of patients and participate in that care.”2 But is a group of people who happen to be thrown together in a surgical suite or primary care office truly a team?

Dr R works in a private practice that includes herself and one other general internist. She begins her 20-minute visit with Mr H by thumbing through the chart to find the dates and results from his most recent hemoglobin A1c, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol, eye examination, and prostate-specific antigen tests. Dr R then spends 5 minutes comparing the medication bottles brought by Mr H with her chronic medication list. Reviewing the health maintenance form, she leaves the room to request a medical assistant to draw up pneumonia and influenza immunizations, finding the medical assistant sitting at her desk waiting for instructions about what to do next. Returning to the examination room, Dr R learns that Mr H has been unable to obtain an appointment with the urologist for a prostate biopsy; she promises to arrange the appointment herself. As Mr H leaves, Dr R realizes that she did not need...
a medical degree to accomplish any of the tasks performed during the medical visit.

Few people would argue that Dr R, the medical records clerk, and the medical assistant—although working together to care for the same patients—truly function as a team.

A consideration of teams evokes 2 questions: “Who should be the players on the team?” and “How can the players act as a team rather than as a collection of individuals?” A familiar team is a football squad. Football teams need the right mix of players. A 22-member team with 11 quarterbacks and 11 defensive linebackers would win few games. Similarly, a primary care practice with 3 physicians and no receptionist, medical assistant, or billing clerk is seldom a winning combination. Even with the right mix of players, a football team with no plays, no practice sessions, and no game plan would be unlikely to land in the Super Bowl. In fact, such a “team” is not truly a team but simply a group of individuals. Even though groups of health care personnel thrown together in an office, clinic, or hospital floor are generally called teams, they need to earn true team status by demonstrating teamwork.3

A simple definition of team may help to distinguish unstructured groups vs organized teams: “A team is a group with a specific task or tasks, the accomplishment of which requires the interdependent and collaborative efforts of its members.”4 The football example clarifies the difference between a group and a team:

It is naive to bring together a highly diverse group of people and expect that, by calling them a team, they will in fact behave as a team. It is ironic indeed to realize that a football team spends 40 hours a week practicing teamwork for the two hours on Sunday afternoon when their teamwork really counts. Teams in organizations seldom spend two hours per year practicing when their ability to function as a team counts 40 hours per week.4

A Brief History of Primary Care Teams in the United States

The general practitioner of the early 20th century was a lone ranger. Black bag in hand, he treated and comforted patients, often in their homes. As office practice emerged, the first primary care team was husband and wife, the wife serving as receptionist, billing clerk, and bookkeeper. As practice became more complex, nonphysician tasks became further subdivided into receptionist, medical assistant, and billing clerk, a pattern found in the myriad of small practices dotting the United States.

In 1915, teams of physicians, health educators, and social workers were created at Massachusetts General Hospital’s outpatient department. Primary care team models were developed at New York’s Montefiore Hospital in 1948 and Yale in 1951.7 The Neighborhood Health Center program of the 1960s developed primary care teams in some early health centers.5 6 Larger group practices also incorporated a diverse complement of health professionals into teams.

Despite these efforts, primary care teams did not become the dominant paradigm. One obstacle was the “overwhelming barriers of disciplinary territoriality and systems inertia.”7 Payment systems failed to reimburse work performed by nonphysician professional members of the team, undermining the financial viability of teams. Perhaps most critical was the failure to articulate the objectives of a team model and to provide evidence on the advantages of team models for achieving these objectives. The “team meeting”—lengthy sessions in which each team member offered his or her perspective on a patient and family—became emblematic of these failures. A physician veteran of 1970s team practice writes, Because our goals were so lofty, we needed to spend enormous amounts of time together to explore all the intricacies and nuances of comprehensive health care. . . . The central organizing event was the pre-clinic meeting, usually held at one of a number of local restaurants. Quite regularly, critical decisions were made at this time. The most memorable of these was restaurant selection for the next week. . . . the patients/families? No one really knows how it was for them (R. Goldschmidt, MD, written communication).

At the start of the 21st century, do well-functioning primary care teams exist in the United States? Two case studies highlight organizations striving toward high-performing teams. One setting is a small private office, the other a large group practice.

Two Contemporary Primary Care Teams

Dr Charles Burger. Charles Burger is a private practitioner in Bangor, Me. From a distance, this remarkable primary care practice resembles thousands of physician offices throughout the country. Upon entering the office door, it is clear that—within a traditional practice setting—Dr Burger has created a smoothly functioning primary care team. The entire office functions as one team—2 physicians and 2 nurse practitioners are the clinicians, complemented by medical assistants, greeters, receptionists, and schedulers. The practice is financially stable and is busy, with each clinician seeing 23 to 30 patients per day. The following case typifies how the team model works:

Ms P called Dr Burger’s office complaining of recurrent abdominal discomfort after eating. The receptionist consulted her computerized triage protocol and told Ms P to come the same day. When she arrived, the greeter, already aware of the patient’s problem, gave her a medical history questionnaire specifically related to abdominal pain, which Ms P filled out in the waiting room. Ms P met with the medical assistant who checked her vital signs and quickly entered her questionnaire responses into the computer. Ms P then saw the physician, who reviewed the history, performed a relevant physical examination, and consulted a diagnostic software program. Discussing the options with Ms P, the physician and patient decided on a diagnostic and treatment plan. Ms P then met with the scheduler, who arranged laboratory and ultrasound studies.

Dr Burger’s staff members were all trained at a 15-week course in quality management at a nearby college. Greeters, receptionists, and schedulers (who are cross-trained) also received 6 weeks of in-office training.
All clinical processes in Dr Burger’s office are guided by a system. The practice has adopted advanced access scheduling, offering patients same-day appointments. For years, the office has tracked demand and can predict how each day will unfold. On Mondays, heavy with telephone calls, more staff act as receptionists and few scheduled appointments are made.

Whereas in most offices, receptionists are not trained to properly triage patients into emergency, urgent, and routine categories, Dr Burger designed a triage system that receptionists consult on every telephone call. When Ms P called with abdominal complaints, the receptionist pulled up the gastrointestinal screen on the triage protocol, which prompted a series of questions including pain severity and presence of vomiting, diarrhea, black and/or bloody stools, or fever. In the case of positive answers, the protocol tells the receptionist to send Ms P to the emergency department. For milder symptoms, an appointment is made, perhaps with a prior visit laboratory studies. The interaction is routed to Ms P’s medical record and a clinician’s e-mail in-box.

Most communication is routinized by the office’s clinical systems. Team members do not attend endless meetings. Incoming calls are routed to the e-mail in-box of the appropriate team member. Urgent messages are delivered in person. Diagnostic studies go to the appropriate e-mail in-box and the medical record. The well-trained medical assistants order clinical preventive studies based on the patient’s age and sex. Clinic goals and performance measures are communicated to all staff by posters prominently displayed in the office.

**Kaiser Permanente in Georgia**

At the opposite end of the primary care spectrum is Kaiser-Permanente’s large delivery system. In 1997, Kaiser-Permanente’s Georgia region (KP/Georgia) developed primary care teams with several goals: increased patient satisfaction, improved Health Employer Data and Information Set scores, and lowered costs.

This group practice model currently consists of 9 primary care offices with 25 teams. Each team has 3 to 5 clinicians (physicians, nurse practitioners or physician assistants), 2 registered nurses, 1 to 2 receptionists or clerks, and 6 to 7 licensed practical nurses or medical assistants, providing care to a panel of 8000 to 15000 patients. Prior to the rollout of the team structure, clinicians and staff received training in team-oriented care.

Patients view their clinician, not the team, as their primary caregiver, but are aware that a nonphysician clinician may provide care for acute problems or if the physician is not available. Eighty-five percent of visits are handled by a clinician on the patient’s team.

Kaiser-Permanente’s Georgia team, like Charles Burger’s practice, has well-defined systems and protocols for all clinical processes, including triaging telephone calls, reviewing and informing patients of laboratory and x-ray results, making referrals, and renewing prescriptions. One registered nurse is the advice nurse, answering patient questions and triaging patients who telephone or drop in. The other registered nurse is the team coleader, working with the physician coleader to solve day-to-day problems, ensure that clinical systems are functioning well, and supervise team members.

Each team receives a quarterly report on team functioning, patient satisfaction, staff satisfaction, and clinical quality measures, enabling KP/Georgia’s central leadership to assess each team’s functioning and allowing each team to compare itself with other teams.

**Building Teams**

What are the features that distinguish the teams of Charles Burger and KP/Georgia from the dysfunctional working group of the fictional Dr R? The conceptual work of several scholars has highlighted 5 key elements of team building: clear goals with measurable outcomes, clinical and administrative systems, division of labor, training, and communication (BOX).3,7-9 Both Dr Burger’s practice and the KP/Georgia teams exemplify these 5 elements. Both of these practices have concrete goals and measure their performance in reaching these goals, eg, patient satisfaction, good clinical outcomes, and in the case of KP/Georgia, cost reduction. Both of these institutions have established detailed systems to accomplish the tasks that all primary care practices must fulfill. They have constructed a division of labor so that each team member knows, and is well-trained to accomplish, the role he or she must play in performing each task. Dr Burger’s practice illustrates a creative approach to division of labor by devising nontraditional positions, such as the “greeter,” and by delegating to receptionists and medical assistants some tasks that are typically performed by clinicians. Practice systems, division of labor, and training are missing elements in the fictional practice of Dr R. While Dr Burger’s practice makes a substantial investment in staff training, Dr R—like many primary care practices—puts new employees to work after a scant 2-hour orientation. In the practices of both Dr Burger and KP/Georgia, communication is accomplished via systems and protocols and by face-to-face, minute-to-minute conversations rather than by lengthy meetings.
Research on Health Care Teams

Is there evidence that building a cohesive primary care team is worth the effort—for better quality of care, lower costs for equivalent quality, or improved workplace satisfaction?

To the extent that clinical care involves groups of people working together, research indicates that a group with better teamwork tends to perform better than one lacking teamwork. Although studies differ in how they measure teamwork, most approaches attempt to capture the types of characteristics listed in the Box. In a variety of industries, research has found that team cohesiveness is associated with effectiveness in carrying out the team’s tasks, even though there is not always an association with improved productivity.3,10-14 A team-oriented culture in intensive care units is associated with better technical quality of care, lower length of stay, and improved relationships with family members but not with improved risk-adjusted mortality.15

Two recent studies of general practices in England demonstrated that better teamwork and team climate are associated with better processes of care for patients with diabetes16 and better continuity of care, access to care, and patient satisfaction.17 Primary care teams in Spain with clear goals and healthy communication did better than less cohesive groups on the outcomes of patient-perceived quality and patient satisfaction.18 One exploratory study found that better relationships with practice staff were predictive of greater job and career satisfaction among physicians.19 Researchers have studied the KP/Georgia teams described above. Initial findings suggest that teams with higher “collaborative clinical culture” scores have superior patient outcomes, including better patient satisfaction and better control of diabetes and hyperlipidemia.20

In addition to research on teamwork, other studies have investigated the effect of team composition on practice outcomes: Who should be the players on the primary care team? One motivation for adding team members is to conserve expensive physician labor through substitution of other personnel for physician effort. Baldwin7 offers the “general dictum that services (tasks) should be performed at the lowest level of professional training, which leaves those with greater training or responsibility free to perform tasks or to solve problems for which they are uniquely equipped.”

Most formal research on substitution in primary care has examined the role of nurse practitioners and physician assis-

Box. Key Elements of Team Building

1. Defined Goals

Overall organizational mission statement

Examples:
- Improvement of patient’s health
- Reduction in barriers to access to care
- Improvement in practice’s financial performance
- Physician and staff satisfaction

Specific, measurable operational objectives

Examples:
- At least 80% of diabetic patients in practice will have hemoglobin A1c lower than 8
- Ninety percent of people calling for a nonurgent appointment will receive the appointment within 1 week
- Practice will achieve a targeted level of practice revenue
- Each team member will achieve an explicitly identified goal for personal professional development

2. Systems

Clinical systems

Examples:
- Procedures for providing prescription refills
- Procedures for informing patients of laboratory results

Administrative systems

Examples:
- Procedures for making patient appointments
- Policies on how decisions are made in the medical practice

3. Division of labor

Definition of tasks

Assignment of roles (Determining which people on the team perform which tasks within the clinical and administrative systems of the medical practice)

4. Training

Training for the functions that each team member routinely performs

Cross-training to substitute for other roles in cases of absences, vacations, or periodic heavy demands on one part of the team

5. Communication

Communication structures

Examples:
- Routine communication through paper and electronic information flow
- Minute-to-minute communication through brief verbal interactions among team members
- Team meetings

Communication processes

Examples:
- Giving feedback
- Conflict resolution
arrangements, with many of these studies evaluating the addition of nurses, social workers, psychologists, and clinical pharmacists to teams.2,30-40

A limitation of these studies is that few examine team models for the varied problems that predominate in primary care practice. Many of these studies focus on hospitalized patients or investigate teams designed for a well-demarcated population or condition, such as frail elders or patients with diabetes. Confounding variables are plentiful, such as the quality of personnel on one team vs another and the resources available to one team vs another.41

The Problems With Teams

If teams are such a good idea, why aren’t they more prevalent? Teams have some inherent drawbacks related to their added organizational complexity. As team size increases, the transaction costs of interpersonal communication increase exponentially and may overtake the benefits of teamwork.42 Team size may have a U-shaped relation to teamwork; too few or too many team members reduce effectiveness.43 One study suggests that 6 team members is the optimal size; teams with greater than 12 members are too large.44 Teams also require dealing with the challenges of human relationships and personalities.45 While some team members may shine as initiators, clarifiers, or encouragers, others may play negative roles as dominators, blockers, evaders, and recognition seekers.4

Despite evidence that teams may enhance clinical performance, teams may conflict with other important practice values. Delegating tasks to other team members may erode work satisfaction for the generalist physician attracted by the idea of personally delivering comprehensive care. Greater team size may interfere with patient preferences for continuity of care with a single clinician.46

The undifferentiated and varied nature of clinical problems in primary care makes team building especially challenging. A single specialty “service line” practice will find it relatively easy to delineate tasks and define roles, compared with a primary care practice facing a more diffuse array of clinical tasks.

Finally, financial incentives matter. Economic disincentives are prominent under current fee-for-service payment policies; an office visit with a physician or nurse practitioner, but not with a medical assistant, is billable, negating the economic benefit of the practice of substitution.

Introducing Teams Into Primary Care

How can primary care physicians take the first steps toward creating more effective teamwork? Building a cohesive primary care team begins with an assessment of one’s own working group, using the Box as a guide. Does the practice have clearly articulated clinical, business, and work environment goals with measurable outcomes to assess improvement? One English general practice successfully pioneered a process of engaging clinicians and staff to agree on practice goals.47 Once the goals are formulated, does the practice have the best mix of personnel to meet the goals?

Do detailed systems exist to routinize practice tasks, for example, how patient telephone calls are triaged, how laboratory and x-ray results (normal or abnormal) are communicated to patients, and how refills for different categories of prescriptions are handled? Does each team member have clearly defined tasks within these systems and is each well-trained to perform those tasks? In the vignette about Dr R, the medical records clerk could have been trained to maintain a flow sheet with patients’ laboratory data and the medical assistant could have been trained how to make specialty appointments for elderly patients unable to navigate the health care system. Training team members takes place on the job and does not require additional funding. The training does require physicians to spend time up front, an investment that should save physicians like Dr R substantial time over the long run.

Could nonphysician personnel substitute for physicians in performing some tasks, thereby decompressing...
physician work load? Practices frequently underuse the capabilities of receptionists and medical assistants. In the case of Dr R, a medical assistant could have been trained in comparing the patient’s medication list with the pills the patient was actually taking, saving Dr R 5 minutes of the medical visit. Low-cost investment in staff training—either on-the-job or in local community colleges—can unleash the full potential of team members.

Barriers to team development are considerable. A predator of the primary care team is the hamster. “Hamster health care”—the rapidly revolving treadmill upon which so many clinicians find themselves—creates a state of mental exhaustion that frustrates attempts at planning and cooperation. Though a well-functioning team with a clear division of labor might relieve physicians of some of their workload, finding the time to participate in team development is difficult for physicians. Whether or not a primary care practice chooses to focus on team development as a major innovation, many practices may benefit by introducing or improving one or more components of high-performing teams—clear goals with measurable outcomes, defined tasks and roles, clinical and administrative systems with a clear division of labor, and effective communication. Making time to step off the treadmill to invest in team planning may yield long-term benefits in the form of an improved work environment.
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